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Abstract—We study the problem of channel pairing and power
allocation in a multichannel multihop relay network to enhance the
end-to-end data rate. Both amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-
and-forward (DF) relaying strategies are considered. Given fixed
power allocation to the channels, we show that channel pairing
over multiple hops can be decomposed into independent pairing
problems at each relay, and a sorted-SNR channel pairing strategy
is sum-rate optimal, where each relay pairs its incoming and out-
going channels by their SNR order. For the joint optimization of
channel pairing and power allocation under both total and indi-
vidual power constraints, we show that the problem can be decou-
pled into two subproblems solved separately. This separation prin-
ciple is established by observing the equivalence between sorting
SNRs and sorting channel gains in the jointly optimal solution. It
significantly reduces the computational complexity in finding the
jointly optimal solution. It follows that the channel pairing problem
in joint optimization can be again decomposed into independent
pairing problems at each relay based on sorted channel gains. The
solution for optimizing power allocation for DF relaying is also
provided, as well as an asymptotically optimal solution for AF re-
laying. Numerical results are provided to demonstrate substan-
tial performance gain of the jointly optimal solution over some
suboptimal alternatives. It is also observed that more gain is ob-
tained from optimal channel pairing than optimal power alloca-
tion through judiciously exploiting the variation among multiple
channels. Impact of the variation of channel gain, the number of
channels, and the number of hops on the performance gain is also
studied through numerical examples.
Index Terms—Channel pairing, multichannel relaying, multihop
relaying, power allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE emerging next-generation wireless systems adopt amultichannel relaying architecture for broadband access
and coverage improvement [1], [2]. As opposed to a narrow-
band single-channel relay, a multichannel relay has access to
multiple channels, e.g., different frequency channels or subcar-
riers in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
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system. It may receive a signal from one channel and transmit
a processed version of the signal on a different channel. This
multichannel relaying capability can be exploited to choose for-
warding channel adaptively for the incoming signals, taking ad-
vantage of the diverse strength of different channels.
In this work, we address the general problem of channel
selection and power allocation strategies at multichannel ca-
pable relays to forward data in a multihop relaying network.
This problem involves two issues: 1) channel pairing (CP):
the pairing of incoming and outgoing channels at each relay;
2) power allocation (PA): the determination of power used to
transmit signals on these channels. In general, for multihop
relaying, there is strong correlation between CP and PA. Intu-
itively, to maximize the source-destination performance, the
choice of CP at each relay would affect the choices of CP at
other relays, which further depends on the specific PA scheme
used. The optimal system performance requires joint consid-
eration of CP and PA. Our goal is to maximize the end-to-end
data rate in a multihop relaying network.
One may view a CP scheme at each relay as a routing scheme
embedded in the network router. However, despite bearing some
resemblance, the CP problem differs from the conventional mul-
tichannel routing problem: For channel pairing, the total cost of
two paired incoming and outgoing links is not additive as it is
typically assumed in the routing case. Furthermore, the cost of
each link cannot be independently defined in CP. The source-
destination achievable data rate is dictated by the end-to-end
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is a nonlinear function of the
channel gain and power used on each link.
A. Contributions
In this paper, we present a comprehensive solution for jointly
optimizing CP and PA to maximize the source-destination data
rate in a multichannel multihop relay network. The main results
in our work are summarized as follows:
• Given fixed power allocation, the sorted-SNR CP scheme
is shown to be optimal in multihop relaying. Specifically,
CP can be separated into individual pairing problems at
each relay, where the relay matches the incoming channels
to the outgoing channels in the order of SNRs seen over
these channels.
• The problem of joint CP and PA optimization can be de-
composed into two separate problems which can be solved
independently: first CP optimization, and then PA opti-
mization. The decoupling of CP and PA optimization sig-
nificantly reduces the problem search space and reduces
the complexity of optimal solution. This separation prin-
ciple holds for both amplify-and-forward (AF) and de-
code-and-forward (DF) relaying strategies, and for either
total or individual power constraints imposed on the trans-
mitting nodes.
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• In joint CP and PA optimization, the optimal CP is shown
to be decoupled into per relay CP. The channels at two
consecutive hops are optimally paired according to their
channel gain order, without the need for knowledge of
power allocation on each channel. This allows simple
distributed relay implementation for optimal operation, as
well as easily adapting to the network topology changes.
• The solution for PA optimization in a multihop setting is
proposed for both AF and DF relaying. For DF relaying,
we develop an algorithm through a dual-decomposition ap-
proach, where we are able to obtain the semiclosed-form
PA expression. In addition to depicting power distribution
across channels at an individual node, the PA expression al-
lows us to characterize the interaction among the nodes for
power determination on a multihop path. For AF relaying,
an asymptotically optimal PA solution is provided.
The above results are obtained first for the single-destination
scenario. We further extend these results to the multidestination
scenario for sum-rate maximization, where we show that the last
relay should assign each outgoing channel to a user with the
strongest channel gain, and the other relays act the same as in
the single-destination scenario.
The separation of joint CP and PA has been established for
dual-hop (i.e., single-relay) DF relaying in prior work under
total power constraints [3]1 and individual power constraints
[4]. It is somewhat surprising that such separation property is
preserved in the general multihop relaying. In fact, the gener-
alization from the dual-hop case to the multihop case is non-
trivial. For the latter, in addition to being a function of power
allocation, the pairing at each relay along the hops needs to be
optimized jointly, adding an additional dimension for the opti-
mization problem. Intuitively, to maximize the source-destina-
tion rate, the choice of CP at each relay would affect the choices
of CP at other relays, which also depend on the specific power
allocation scheme used. Therefore, it is not apparent that the op-
timal CP can be decomposed into independent pairing problems
at each relay, or that CP and PA can be separately considered.
Besides, the two different techniques used in [3], [4] to show
the separation result are complicated. They cannot be simply
extended and applied to the multihop case. Instead, we develop
a new approach to attack the problem that leads to the separation
principle of joint CP and PA for both AF and DF relaying in a
general multihop setting, under either total or individual power
constraints. Our approach provides a rigorous and direct way in
proving the separation result.
We further provide numerical studies on the performance of
jointly optimal CP and PA scheme and compare it with those
of other alternatives for multichannel multihop relaying. We
will show that, although both CP and PA improves the perfor-
mance, the optimal CP is more crucial than the optimal PA. In
other words, a major portion of the gain comes from the op-
timal CP. In addition, we will see that uniform PA with optimal
CP achieves near-optimal performance even at moderately high
SNR, for AF relaying. This significantly simplifies the PA im-
plementation, without the need of centralized channel informa-
tion for either CP or PA. The gain by the optimal CP widens
with a higher level of channel gain variation across channels, or
1A flaw in the proof was later found in the paper. However, an email corre-
spondence with the authors confirmed that, it can be corrected to show the same
result.
a larger number of channels, indicating that these factors can be
judiciously exploited through CP. The optimal PA, on the other
hand, is insensitive to these changes. Finally, we will also show
that the gain of jointly optimal CP and PA becomes more pro-
nounced with an increasing number of hops.
B. Related Work
For an OFDM system as a typical example of multichannel
systems, the concept of CP was first introduced independently
in [5] and [6] for a dual-hop AF relaying system where heuristic
algorithms for pairing based on the order of channel quality
were proposed. For relaying without the direct source-destina-
tion link available, [5] used integer programming to find the op-
timal pairing that maximizes the sum SNR. From a system-de-
sign perspective, the sorted-SNR CP scheme was proposed in
[6] and was shown optimal for the noise-free relaying case,
under the assumption of uniform power allocation.
These works sparked interests for more research in this area.
In the absence of the direct source-destination link, for the prac-
tical case of noisy-relay, by using the property of L-superad-
ditivity of the rate function, the authors of [7] proved that the
sorted-SNR CP still remains optimal for sum-rate maximiza-
tion in dual-hop AF relaying OFDM system. Subsequently, it
was further proved in [8], through a different approach, that the
sorted-SNR CP scheme is optimal for both AF and DF relaying
in the same setup. When the direct source-destination link is
available, [9] presented two suboptimal CP schemes. For the
same setup, a low complexity optimal CP scheme was later es-
tablished in [10] for dual-hop AF relaying, and the effect of di-
rect path on the optimal pairing was characterized. In addition, it
was shown in [10] that, under certain conditions on relay power
amplification, among all possible linear processing at the relay,
the channel pairing is optimal.
The related problem of optimal PA for a dual-hop OFDM
system was studied by many [11]–[13] for different relay strate-
gies and power constraints. The problem of jointly optimizing
CP and PA was studied in a dual-hop OFDM system for AF
and DF relaying in [14] and [15], respectively, where the di-
rect source-destination link was assumed available. The joint
optimization problems were formulated as mixed integer pro-
grams and solved in the Lagrangian dual domain. Exact opti-
mality under arbitrary number of channels was not established.
Instead, by adopting the time-sharing argument [16] in their sys-
tems, the proposed solutions were shown to be optimal in the
limiting case as the number of channels approaches infinity.
Without the direct source-destination link, jointly optimizing
CP and PA for DF relaying in a dual-hop OFDM system was
investigated in [3] and [4], where [3] assumed a total power
constraint shared between the source and the relay, and [4] con-
sidered individual power constraints separately imposed on the
source and the relay. In both cases, two-step separate CP and PA
schemes were proposed and then proved to achieve the jointly
optimal solution. For this dual-hop setup, it was shown that the
optimal CP scheme is the one that maps the channels solely
based on their channel gains independent of the optimal PA so-
lution.
Similar studies on the problem of CP and PA in dual-hop
AF relaying or multihop relaying have been scarce. The au-
thors of [17] proposed an adaptive PA algorithm to maximize
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the end-to-end rate under the total power constraint in a mul-
tihop OFDM relaying system. For a similar network with DF
relaying, [18] studied the problem of joint power and time allo-
cation under the long-term total power constraint to maximize
the end-to-end rate. Furthermore, in [17], the idea of using CP
to further enhance the performance was mentioned in addition
to PA. However, no claim was provided on the optimality of the
pairing scheme under the influence of PA. The optimal joint CP
and PA solution remained unknown.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the system model and joint optimization formulation. In
Section III, given a fixed PA solution, we provide the optimal CP
scheme based on the sorted SNR for both AF and DF strategies.
The joint optimization problem of CP and PA is considered in
Section IV, where the separation principle between CP and PA
optimization is established. The optimal PA solution is then dis-
cussed in Section V for multihop relaying under both total and
individual power constraints. In Section VI, we further extend
the joint optimization and separation results to the multidestina-
tion scenario. The numerical study are provided in Section VII,
and finally we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We mainly focus on an -hop relay network where a source
node communicates with a destination node via inter-
mediate relay nodes as illustrated in Fig. 1. Extension to the mul-
tidestination scenario turns out to be direct and is presented in
Section VI. For broadband communication between the nodes,
the frequency bandwidth is split into multiple subbands for data
transmission. A practical system with such an approach is the
OFDM system where the bandwidth is divided into equal-
bandwidth channels. We denote by , for
and , the channel response on channel over
hop . The additive noise at hop is modeled as an i.i.d. zero
mean Gaussian random variable with variance . We define
as the normalized channel gain against the noise
power over channel of hop . In the rest of presentation, we
simply refer to it as channel gain without causing confusion. We
make the common assumption that the full knowledge of global
channel gains is available at a central controller, which deter-
mines the optimal CP and PA2. We further assume that the des-
tination is out of the transmission zone of the source, and there-
fore, there is no direct transmission link. For -hop relaying, a
transmission from source to destination occupies equal time
slots, one for each hop. In the th slot, , the th
node (the source node if , otherwise the th relay
node) transmits a data block to the th node (the desti-
nation node if , otherwise the th relay node) on each
channel. Our study is constrained to half-duplex transmissions,
where the relay nodes cannot send and receive at the same time
on the same frequency. However, the transmission of different
data blocks in different hops may occur concurrently, depending
on the scheduling pattern for spatial reuse of spectrum.
2However, we show later that, for joint CP and PA optimization, the CP so-
lution requires only local channel information at each relay, and given the pro-
posed CP solution, a uniform PA scheme without using channel information is
near optimal even at moderately high SNR for AF relaying.
Fig. 1. Illustration of multichannel multihop relaying network with channel
pairing.
A. Relaying Strategies
We consider two types of relaying strategies: AF and DF.
In AF relaying, a relay amplifies the data received from an in-
coming channel and directly forwards it to the next node over
an outgoing channel. In DF relaying, a relay attempts to decode
the received data from the previous node over each incoming
channel and forwards a version of the decoded data on an out-
going channel to the next node. We consider the simple repe-
tition-coding based DF relaying [19], [20], where the relay is
required to fully decode the incoming message, re-encodes it
with repetition coding, and forwards it to the intended receiver.
B. Channel Pairing
The relay conducts CP, matching each incoming channel
with an outgoing channel. As different channels exhibit various
quality, a judicious CP scheme can potentially lead to signifi-
cant improvement in system spectral efficiency.
We denote path , where
specifies the index of the channel at hop that belongs to path
. For example, indicates that path consists
of the third channel at hop 1, the fourth channel at hop 2, and
the second channel at hop 3. Once channel pairing is determined
at all the relays, the total disjoint paths can be
identified from the source to the destination.
C. Power Allocation
Denote the power allocated to channel over hop by .
The SNR obtained on this channel is represented by
. For each path , let represent the
SNR seen over hop on this path.
Let be the PA vector for all
channels along path . The source-destination equivalent SNR
of path is denoted by . For AF relaying, it is
given by [21]
(1)
and, in Section V, we will also use its upper bound [21]
(2)
whose approximation gap vanishes as the SNR becomes large.
For DF relaying, we have
(3)
We consider two types of power constraints.
a) Total Power Constraint: The power assignment ,
for and , must satisfy the following
aggregated power constraint:
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b) Individual Power Constraint: The power assignment
, for , needs to satisfy the power constraint
of the individual node , i.e.
(5)
where denotes the maximum allowable power at node .
D. Objective
Our goal is to design a jointly optimal CP and PA strategy to
maximize the source-destination rate under multihop relaying.
The source-destination rate achieved through path is given
by
where is the spatial reuse factor. In multihop relaying that
allows concurrent transmissions, takes value between 2 and
(since under the half-duplex assumption). The sum
rate of all paths determines the total source-destination rate of
the system, denoted as , i.e.
(6)
It is a function of both and , which should be jointly
optimized
(7)
subject to
(8)
where signifies element-wise inequality.
III. OPTIMAL MULTIHOP CHANNEL PAIRING UNDER FIXED
POWER ALLOCATION
In this section, we first consider the case when PA is fixed
and given. In this case, the optimization problem in (7) can be
rewritten as
(9)
and the optimal CP is a function of . To simplify the
notation, in this section we rewrite and and
drop their dependency on with the understanding that
is fixed. In the following, we solve (9) to obtain the optimal
CP scheme under this fixed PA. We emphasize that here the
generalization from the dual-hop case to the multihop case is
nontrivial. Intuitively, there is no obvious way to decouple the
Fig. 2. Three-hop relay with two channels.
sequence of pairings at all relays. Indeed, the equivalent
incoming channel from a source to a relay and the equivalent
outgoing channel from that relay to the destination depend on
how the channels are paired over multiple hops. However, we
will show that the optimal CP solution over multiple hops can
in fact be decomposed into independent CP problems,
where the mapping of incoming and outgoing channels at each
relay is only based on the sorted SNR over those channels, and
therefore can be performed individually per hop.
In the following, we first establish the optimality of the
sorted-SNR CP scheme for the case of and , and
then we extend the result to arbitrary and .
A. Optimal Channel Pairing for Three-Hop Relaying
1) Two-Channel Case : We first consider a
three-hop relaying network with two channels, as depicted in
Fig. 2. Without loss of generality, we assume channel 1 exhibits
equal or larger SNR than channel 2 over all the three hops, i.e.
(10)
The optimal CP scheme for this case is given in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: For and , the solution to
(9) is the sorted-SNR CP scheme performed on each relay, i.e.,
under (10).
Proof: The proof essentially exams possible path se-
lections and shows that the sorted-SNR per relay provides
the highest source-destination sum rate for both AF and DF
relaying. See Appendix A for details.
2) Multichannel Case : Here, we provide an argu-
ment to extend the result in Proposition 1 to a system with an
arbitrary number of channels.
Proposition 2: For and , the solution to (9) is
the sorted-SNR CP scheme performed on each relay.
Proof: Suppose the optimal pairing does not follow the
pairing rule of sorted SNR. There is at least one relay (say, Relay
2) that has two pairs of incoming and outgoing channels that
are mismatched according to their SNR. That is, there exist two
channels and over hop 2, and two channels and over
hop 3 that are respectively paired with each other while
and . Note that these two channel pairs belong
to two disjoint source-destination paths that can be regarded as
a 2-channel relay system. From Proposition 1, we know that
pairing channels with and with at relay 2 achieves a
higher rate than the existing pairing over these two paths. Hence,
by switching to this new pairing while keeping the other paths
the same, we could increase the total rate. This contradicts our
assumption on the optimality of a nonsorted SNR CP scheme.
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Fig. 3. Converting an  -hop relaying to an equivalent 3-hop relyaing. (a)
An    -hop relaying network. (b) An equivalent 3-hop relaying network.
Hence, there is no better scheme than sorted-SNR CP to obtain
the maximum sum rate.
B. Optimal Channel Pairing for Multihop Relaying
Building on Proposition 2, we next extend the result for 3-hop
relaying to a relaying network with an arbitrary number of hops
in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The solution to (9) is the sorted-SNR CP
scheme individually performed at each relay.
Proof: We prove by induction. It is shown in Proposition
2 that the sorted-SNR CP is optimal for . Suppose the
claim holds for . Now consider as shown in
Fig. 3(a). Let be the received SNR from the source to relay
over the th incoming channel of that relay. We establish
equivalent channels between the source and relay ,
with SNR over the th channel as . Then, the -hop
relaying network can be converted to a 3-hop network, with an
equivalent relay whose incoming channels have SNR
and outgoing channels remain the same as those of relay ,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Hence, from Proposition 2, the optimal
CP is the one where and are sorted and paired at
this equivalent relay, and and are sorted and
paired at relay . Note that the sorted-SNR pairing at relay is
independent of how the channels are paired at the other relays.
Next, ignore relay and replace it by equivalent channels
from relay to the destination. We now have a -hop net-
work. From the induction hypothesis, the sorted-SNR CP is op-
timal. In particular, the incoming and outgoing channels at each
of relays are sorted by their SNR and paired.
Since the SNRs at the equivalent relay are computed by
applying (1) or (3) over these sorted and paired channels from
the source to relay , it is not difficult to see that
and are ordered in the same way. Therefore, sorting and
pairing and at the equivalent relay is the same as
sorting and pairing and at relay . Thus,
we conclude that at each of relay , the incoming and
outgoing channels are sorted and paired in order of their SNR.
The significance of Proposition 3 is that the optimal CP
for -hop relaying is decoupled into individual
pairing schemes at each relay, each solely based on the SNR
of incoming and outgoing channels. This decoupling not only
reduces the pairing complexity, but also reveals the distributed
nature of optimal CP among multiple relays, thus allowing
simple implementation that can easily adapt to network
topology changes.
Remark: We point out that the existing result of optimal CP
strategy for dual-hop relaying is not sufficient for the induction
to prove Proposition 3. Notice that, in the proof, an -hop net-
work was transformed into an equivalent 3-hop net-
work. Reducing a 3-hop network to a dual-hop network would
require combining relay nodes with either the source or the
destination to form an equivalent node and equivalent channel
gain. The dual-hop result can only be applied to pairing with
the equivalent channels, but is not sufficient to show the ac-
tual physical channel should follow the same pairing strategy.
Therefore, Proposition 2 is necessary as the basis to prove the
general -hop case.
In addition, in [7], the L-superadditivity property [22] is used
to show that the sorted-SNR CP is optimal in dual-hop AF re-
laying for sum-rate maximization. That is, if the source-des-
tination rate over each path can be shown to be L-superaddi-
tive, it follows that sorted-SNR pairing is optimal. However,
L-superadditivity does not hold for the rate function in gen-
eral multihop relaying, where the source-destination rate is a
higher dimensional function defined on with respect to
, for a given . Thus, a similar proof for the op-
timality of sorted-SNR in the dual-hop case is not available to
the general multihop case.
IV. JOINTLY OPTIMAL CHANNEL PAIRING AND POWER
ALLOCATION: A SEPARATION PRINCIPLE
So far, given a fixed PA scheme, we have found that the op-
timal CP scheme for (9) is SNR based, which depends on the
transmission power allocated to each channel. We next present
the solution for (7) by jointly optimizing CP and PA.
The apparent coupling of CP and PA makes a direct exhaus-
tive search for the jointly optimal solution prohibitively com-
plex. Instead, we will show that the joint optimization problem
can be decoupled into two separate CP and PA subproblems.
Specifically, we prove that the jointly optimal solution is ob-
tained by pairing channels based on the order of their channel
gains (normalized against the noise power), followed by optimal
PA over the paired channels. This separation principle holds for
a variety of scenarios, including AF and DF relaying under ei-
ther total or individual power constraints.
Our argument for the separation principle is briefly summa-
rized as follows. We first show that, at a global optimum, the
channel with a higher channel gain exhibits a larger SNR. This
relation reveals that the SNR-based ordering of channels is the
same as the one based on channel gain. Hence, we conclude that
the sorted CP scheme based on channel gain is optimal when PA
is also optimized.
A. Ordering Equivalence at Optimality
Let be the received SNR under the optimal PA solu-
tion for hop and channel . For both total and indi-
vidual power constraints, the following proposition establishes
the equivalence between channel-gain ordering and SNR-based
ordering at the optimality.
Proposition 4: In the optimal CP and PA solution for (7), at
each hop, the channel with better channel gain also provides a
higher received SNR, i.e., implies ,
for , and .
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Proof: We first provide a proof for a multihop system con-
sisting of two channels. We then explain how it can be extended
to a system with an arbitrary number of channels.
a) : We prove the proposition by contradiction. Let
and represent the two disjoint source-destination paths
corresponding to the optimal CP scheme. Consider any hop
along these paths. Without loss of generality, let channel 1 be-
long to , channel 2 belong to , and . Suppose
at optimality , i.e., , where
and are the power allocated to channels 1 and 2, re-
spectively. Let .
Consider the following alternate allocation of power between
channels 1 and 2 over hop
(11)
We further swap the two channels so that channel 1 belongs to
path and channel 2 belongs to path . Since
and , the above procedure of
power re-allocation and channel swapping does not change the
end-to-end rate.
(12)
where inequality (12) is obtained from our assumption
that , which can be rewritten as
, and that . This contradicts
our initial assumption that the original PA is globally optimal.
b) : A similar proof by contradiction as it was
used in Section III-A–2 for Proposition 2 can be applied to gen-
eralize the above result to . For an -channel relay
system with , suppose the optimal CP scheme follows
the pairing rule of the sorted CP based only on SNR gain and
not channel gain. As a result, there is at least one hop over
which, between two channels, the channel with better channel
gain demonstrates a lower SNR. These two channels essentially
belong to the two source-destination paths that can be consid-
ered as a 2-channel relay system. From the above, we know
that by just swapping these two channels and applying the al-
ternate allocation of power in (11), the sum power is reduced
while maintaining the same rate. This leads to a contradiction
of our early assumption on the optimality of the sorted CP not
being conducted based on the channel gain.
B. Separation Principle
Proposition 5: The joint optimization of CP and PA in (7)
can be separated into the following two steps:
1) Obtain the optimal CP . The optimal CP is in-
dependent of and is performed individually at each
relay in the order of sorted channel gain.
2) Obtain the optimal PA under the optimal CP
subject to or (13)
Proof: From Proposition 3, with optimal PA , the
sorted-SNR CP gives the optimal . From Proposition 4, at
optimality, the sorted-SNR CP is equivalent to sorting channel
gains, which does not require the knowledge of . The op-
timal then can be obtained under the optimal CP, and we
have the separation principle.
Decoupling the CP strategy from PA strategy significantly re-
duces the problem search space. In addition, the optimal CP
strategy in the presence of multiple hops is further decoupled
into independent sorting problems at each hop, which only de-
pends on the channel gain on the incoming and outgoing chan-
nels. The complexity of the optimal CP strategy for each hop
is that of sorting channel gain, which is . There-
fore, the total complexity of the joint CP and PA optimization
is in addition to the complexity of PA optimiza-
tion.
V. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION FOR MULTIHOP RELAYING
So far we have obtained the optimal CP at all relays. We next
find the optimal PA solution for a given CP scheme as in (13).
With the channels paired at each relay, the system can be viewed
as a regular multihop system. Without loss of generality, we
assume the channel gains at each hop are in descending order
according to their channel index, i.e.,
, for . From Proposition 5, the channels
with the same index are paired, and a path with the optimal CP
consists of all the same channel index, i.e., .
In the following, we consider the PA optimization problem for
total power and individual power constraints separately.
A. Total Power Constraint
The optimal PA solution with a total power constraint for a
multihop relaying OFDM system was obtained in [17]. The re-
sults can be directly applied here. We briefly state the solution
for completeness.
The PA optimization problem in (13) with a total power con-
straint has the classical water-filling solution
(14)
where . The Lagrange multiplier is chosen
such that the power constraint in (4) is met, and is an equiv-
alent channel gain over the path .
For DF relaying, the equivalent channel gain, denoted as
, is given by [17]
(15)
In other words, the equivalent channel gain is times the har-
monic mean of the channel gain over each hop. It is obtained
following the fact that, to maximize the source-destination rate
on one path, the total power allocated to the path must be shared
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among the channels on this path such that all channels exhibit
the same SNR. The power allocated to each transmitting node
on path is given by
(16)
For AF relaying, the exact expression for equivalent channel
gain on path is difficult to obtain. However, its upper bound
approximation can be expressed as [17]
(17)
In this case, the equivalent channel amplitude (normalized
against noise standard deviation) is times the harmonic mean
of the channel amplitude over each hop. It is obtained using
the upper bound approximation of equivalent SNR in (2) over
a path. The power allocated to each transmitting node on path
is given by
(18)
The PA solution in (14) requires global channel gain information
and therefore needs to be implemented in a centralized fashion.
B. Individual Power Constraint
For DF relaying, the source-destination sum rate in (6) re-
duces to
(19)
Maximizing (19) over under individual power con-
straints in (5) can be cast into the following optimization
problem using a set of auxiliary variables :
(20)
where . Since the objective function is linear,
and all the constraints are convex, the optimization problem in
(20) is convex. For such a problem, Slater’s condition holds
[23], and the duality gap is zero. Thus, (20) can be solved in
the Lagrangian dual domain. Since the spatial reuse factor is
a constant, we drop it for simplicity without affecting the opti-
mization problem. Consider the Lagrange function for (20),
(21)
where with being the Lagrange
multiplier corresponding to constraint in (20), and
with being the Lagrange multi-
plier associated with power constraint in in (20). The dual
function is given by
subject to (22)
Optimizing (21) over for given and yields
(23)
Substituting this into , we obtain
(24)
It is clear that the dual function ) obtained by maxi-
mizing (24) can be decomposed into subproblems
with
subject to (25)
where
for . By applying KKT conditions
[23] to (25), the optimal power allocation , as a function of
and , is derived as
(26)
for and , where is chosen to
meet the power constraint in (20).
Finally, the optimization problem in (20) is equivalent to the
dual problem
(27)
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This dual problem can be efficiently solved by using the pro-
jected subgradient method [24]. Analogous to a common sub-
gradient method, a sequence of Lagrange multipliers is gen-
erated which converges to the optimal and minimizing
. This convergence is achieved provided that a suitable
step size is chosen at each iteration [24]. The difference be-
tween projected and normal subgradient methods lies in having
an extra constraint . To satisfy this constraint,
at each iteration, the projected subgradient method projects the
columns of (obtained by subgradient method) onto a unit
space to attain a set of feasible multipliers. At each iteration,
a subgradient of at the current values of and
is required. Let denote the subgradient, where
and . It is obtained
from (24) as
(28)
for and , and
for , where is obtained from (26).
For completeness, we summarize the projected subgradient
algorithm for solving the dual problem.
1) Initialize and .
2) Given and , obtain the optimal values of in
(26) for all and .
3) Update through
for . Similarly, update followed by
unitary space projection, i.e.
(29)
where
(30)
for ; and . and are
the step sizes at the th iteration for multipliers and ,
respectively.
4) Let ; repeat from Step 2 until convergence.
With the optimal and , the optimal power solution
is determined as in (26), i.e., for and
,
(31)
where satisfies the constraint (23), and at the same time,
and are chosen so that the individual power constraints
in constraint (ii) of (20) are met.
The expression of in (31) provides some insight on
the structure of the optimal PA for multihop DF relaying: For
a given , the power allocation across channels at each node
is individually determined following a scaled version of the
water-filling approach based on the channel gain. The scales are
determined jointly among different hops to satisfy the condition
of in (23). It essentially requires the received SNR at
each hop of the same path to be equal.
We now consider the PA problem for AF relaying. Unlike
DF, the achievable source-destination sum rate for AF is not
generally concave in . Therefore, we have a nonconvex
optimization problem formulated as
subject to
(32)
To find the PA solution we resort to an upper bound of the sum
rate in (32). Based on (2), an upper-bound approximation for the
-hop source-destination sum rate is given by
(33)
This upper bound becomes tight as the channel gain over
each channel increases. Therefore, the PA solution obtained
using (33) is asymptotically optimal.
Lemma 1: in (33) is concave with respect to .
Proof: The proof follows from the concavity of (2) with
respect to , which can be shown by considering its Hes-
sian matrix. The details are given in Appendix B.
Given Lemma 1, the optimization of to maximize
is a convex optimization problem, and we can solve it in the
Lagrangian dual domain using KKT conditions [23]. Although a
closed-form or semiclosed-form solution for is difficult
to obtain in this case, we can solve it numerically via standard
convex optimization tools.
VI. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE-DESTINATION CASE
The system model we consider so far assumes a single pair
of source and destination communicating through -hop re-
laying. In this section, we show that the results in the previous
sections can be extended to a multihop multidestination relaying
network for sum-rate maximization.
Specifically, we consider a single source node communi-
cating with users through -hop relaying via
common relay nodes3. In this multidestination system, the
last relay conducts CP as well as channel-user assignment. In
channel-user assignment, the relay partitions the outgoing
channels into subsets, assigning one for each user for
data forwarding. To maximize the end-to-end sum-rate of
users, the joint optimization now involves CP, channel-user
assignment, and PA. Despite the correlation between CP and
channel-user assignment, we show that the results for the
single source-destination case can be directly extended to the
3While this model is appropriate to a downlink scenario, the result and pro-
posed solution is applicable to the uplink scenario by swapping the role of source
and destination nodes, where the given power constraint concerns the source
nodes only in terms of their total transmission power.
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multidestination case. To see this, we notice that all users share
the common -hop relay channels and the channel-user
assignment is performed at the last relay for the th hop.
Given a channel-user assignment, this multidestination system
can be viewed equivalently as a single-destination system, and
the results of optimal CP and PA in the previous sections apply.
To optimize the channel-user assignment, it is not difficult to
see that, for any given pairing in the first hops, at
the last relay, assigning each outgoing channel to a user who
has the strongest channel gain among all users maximizes
the end-to-end rate. This result is summarized in the following
proposition.
Proposition 6: For a -hop -user relaying network de-
scribed above, the jointly optimal solution of CP, channel-user
assignment, and PA that maximizes the end-to-end sum-rate is
obtained via two steps:
1) Channel-user assignment: In the last hop, the th
relay assigns its th outgoing channel to a user exhibiting
the strongest channel gain among users over that
channel;
2) CP and PA: Under the channel-user assignment from step
1, apply the jointly optimal CP and PA solution of the
single source-destination case.
We note that the above result for the multidestination scenario
holds for both DF and AF relaying, and for total and individual
power constraints.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation examples to evaluate
and compare the performance of the optimal joint CP and PA
scheme with that of suboptimal CP and PA alternatives. We
study different factors that affect the performance gap under
these schemes.
Besides the jointly optimized CP and PA scheme, the fol-
lowing suboptimal schemes are used for comparison: 1) Uni-
form PA with CP: the optimal sorted channel gain based CP
is first performed. At each transmitting node, the power is uni-
formly allocated on each subcarrier. In addition, for total power
constraint, the total power is also uniformly allocated to each
transmitting node. Therefore, for individual power constraint,
; and for total power constraint, ;
2) Opt. PA without CP: only power allocation is optimized but
no pairing, i.e., the same incoming and outgoing channels are
assumed; 3) Uniform PA without CP: the same incoming and
outgoing channels are assumed, then uniform PA as in the case
1 is used.
We use an OFDM system as an example of a multichannel
system, and refer each subcarrier as a channel in this case. For
the multihop setup, equal distance is assumed from hop to hop,
and is denoted by . No direct link between source and desti-
nation is available. The spatial reuse factor is set to (i.e.,
interference is assumed negligible three hops away). We assume
, unless it is otherwise specified. An -tap frequency-se-
lective fading channel is assumed for each hop. We define the
average SNR as the average received SNR over each subcarrier
at each receiving node under uniform power allocation. Specif-
ically, it is defined for different power constraint as follows:
under the total power constraint, , where
denotes the pathloss exponent and the noise variance; under
the individual power constraint, .
Fig. 4. Normalized rate versus the average SNR for DF OFDM relaying with
     and     under total power constraint.
A. Impact of the Average SNR
We compare the performance of various CP and PA schemes
at different average SNR levels. Fig. 4 shows the normalized
source-to-destination per-subcarrier rate versus the average
SNR, for DF relaying under the total power constraint. The
number of channels is set to . We observe that joint
optimization of CP and PA provides significant performance
improvement over the other schemes. In particular, compared
with uniform PA without CP, the optimal CP alone provides 4
dB gain, and subsequently optimally allocating power provides
an additional 1.5–2 dB gain. Interestingly, it is evident that
channel pairing alone provides more performance gain than
power allocation alone does.
Fig. 5 plots the normalized source-to-destination per-subcar-
rier rate versus the average SNR for AF relaying under the total
power constraint. Again, is used. For schemes with
PA optimization, the upper-bound in (33) is used to obtain
the PA solution. The actual rate obtained (as in the objective
function in (32)) with such PA solution provides a lower bound
on the rate under the optimal PA. In Fig. 5, for the jointly op-
timal CP and PA scheme and optimal PA without CP scheme,
we plot both upper bound and lower bound of the rate for the op-
timal PA solution. We see that these two bounds become tighter
as the average SNR increases, due to the improving accuracy
of approximation . The PA solution derived using be-
comes near optimal.
Comparing the performance of different CP and PA schemes
shown in Fig. 5, it is seen that similarly as in the DF case, joint
optimization of CP and PA provides noticeable improvement
over the other schemes. The gain mainly comes from choosing
CP optimally, which provides around 2 dB gain over no CP
schemes. We further observe that, with optimal CP, the gap be-
tween optimal and uniform PA vanishes at higher SNR, indi-
cating that uniform PA achieves the optimal performance at a
moderately high SNR range (around 15 dB). Interestingly, this
is not the case for the schemes without CP. The intuition be-
hind this is the following: At relatively high SNR, it is known
that the water-filling PA solution in (14) approaches a uniform
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Fig. 5. Normalized rate versus the average SNR for AF OFDM relaying with
     and     under total power constraint.
allocation. Thus, the total power is approximately equally dis-
tributed to different paths. The power on each path is then
further assigned optimally to each channel on the path according
to (18), which is typically not uniform. The exception is when
each hop exhibits a similar channel gain. This is more likely to
occur as a result of channel pairing, where channels with the
same rank, more likely with similar strength, are paired with
each other. Therefore, with CP, the optimal PA approaches to a
uniform allocation at a faster rate with increasing SNR4. This
interesting observation suggests that, because of CP, at moder-
ately high SNR, we are able to reduce the centralized PA solu-
tion to a simple uniform PA which requires no global channel
information without losing much optimality. Note that the same
argument is applicable to DF relaying, but the optimal PA ap-
proaches to a uniform allocation at a much slower rate than that
for AF, which can be shown by comparing (16) and (18). The
range of SNR values under consideration is too small to see the
same effect in Fig. 4.
Under individual power constraints, the performance compar-
ison of CP and PA schemes are given in Figs. 6 and 7 for DF and
AF relaying, respectively. We assume . These figures
further demonstrate the significant improvement by jointly op-
timizing CP and PA, where most of the gain comes from optimal
CP. In addition, under AF relaying, we again observe a near-op-
timal performance by uniform PA with CP at moderately high
SNR. This suggests that, under individual power constraints, the
optimal PA is close to a uniform allocation at high SNR as well
when CP is adopted. This potentially simplifies greatly the PA
implementation to achieve the optimal performance.
B. Impact of the Variation of Channel Gain
In this experiment, we show how the level of channel gain
variation across channels affects the performance of various
CP and PA schemes. Towards this goal, we increase the number
of taps of the time-domain frequency-selective channel (i.e., the
4Note that, for water-filling PA, as SNR  , it approaches to a uniform
allocation in all schemes with or without CP. The difference is the rate at which
PA approaches to a uniform allocation.
Fig. 6. Normalized rate versus the average SNR for DF OFDM relaying with
     and     under individual power constraint.
Fig. 7. Normalized rate versus the average SNR for AF OFDM relaying with
     and     under individual power constraint.
maximum delay of the frequency-selective channel). This in-
creases the level of variation of the corresponding frequency
response. Figs. 8 and 9 plot the normalized per-subcarrier rate
versus the number of taps of the frequency-selective channel for
DF and AF relaying, respectively. The number of subcarriers is
set to and dB. As we see, the perfor-
mance gap between the schemes with optimal CP and without
CP increases as the level of channel gain variation increases.
This demonstrates that the optimal CP schemes benefit from an
increased level of channel diversity, which is utilized effectively
through the channel pairing. On the other hand, the relative gain
of optimal PA to uniform PA is insensitive to such change and
remains constant.
C. Impact of the Number of Channels
In this experiment, we examine the effect of the number of
channels, under the same level of channel gain variation across
channels, on the performance of various CP and PA schemes.
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Fig. 8. Normalized rate versus number of taps for DF OFDM relaying with
        , and     dB under total power constraint.
Fig. 9. Normalized rate versus number of taps for AF OFDM relaying with
        , and     dB under total power constraint.
For different , the subcarrier spacing (i.e., bandwidth of each
channel) is fixed. In order to set the same level of channel gain
variation in frequency, we keep the maximum delay of the time-
domain frequency-selective channel unchanged. Figs. 10 and 11
demonstrate the normalized per-subcarrier rate with respect to
for DF and AF relaying, respectively. The average SNR is set
to dB. We observes that the gap between the two
sets of schemes, with and without CP, widens as the number of
channels increases. The reason behind this observation is that,
as more channels becomes available, they can be exploited more
judiciously for pairing, and, therefore, more gain is achieved by
CP. The different PA schemes are not sensitive to the change of
.
D. Impact of the Number of Hops
In this experiment, we study how the number of hops affects
the performance of various CP and PA schemes. For this pur-
pose, we increase the number of hops while keeping the dis-
tance between each hop unchanged. Figs. 12 and 13 illustrate
Fig. 10. Normalized rate versus number of channels for DF OFDM relaying
with      and     dB under total power constraint.
Fig. 11. Normalized rate versus number of channels for AF OFDM relaying
with      and     dB under total power constraint.
the normalized per-subcarrier rate versus the number of hops
with total power constraint for DF and AF relaying, respec-
tively. We set and dB. As expected, for
all schemes, the normalized per-subcarrier rate decreases as the
number of hops increases. For DF, this is because on average
the minimum rate among all hops decreases as the number of
hops increases; for AF, the rate decreases due to noise amplifi-
cation over hops. Comparing different schemes, we observe that
the performance of the jointly optimized CP and PA scheme has
the slowest decay rate, and the performance of the schemes with
CP decay is slower than those without CP. In other words, the
gain of optimal CP and PA is more pronounced as the number
of hops increases. A multiple-fold gain is observed at a higher
number of hops.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the problem of jointly op-
timizing spectrum and power allocation to maximize the
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Fig. 12. Normalized rate versus number of hops for DF OFDM relaying with
     and     dB under total power constraint.
Fig. 13. Normalized rate versus number of hops for AF OFDM relaying with
     and     dB under total power constraint.
source-to-destination sum rate for a multichannel -hop re-
laying network. For fixed power allocation, we have shown that
the general CP problem over multiple hops can be decomposed
into independent CP problems at each relay, where the
sorted-SNR CP scheme is optimal. We then proved that a jointly
optimal solution for the CP and PA problems can be achieved
by decomposing the original problem into two separate CP
and PA problems solved independently. It follows that the CP
problem in the joint optimization can be again decomposed into
independent CP problems at each relay. The solution obtained
through the separate optimization bears considerably lower
computational complexity compared with exhaustive-method
alternatives. The separation principle is shown to hold for a
variety of scenarios including AF and DF relaying strategies
under either total or individual power constraints. For all these
scenarios, the optimal CP scheme maps the incoming and
outgoing channels at each relay according to their channel gain
order, independent of the optimal PA solution. The solution
for PA optimization under the individual power constraints is
derived for both AF and DF relaying. Finally, we show that the
above results can be directly extended to the multidestination
scenario for sum-rate maximization. Significant gains in data
rate were demonstrated by employing jointly optimal CP and
PA in multichannel multihop relaying. It was also observed that
more gain is obtained from optimal CP than optimal PA through
judiciously exploiting variation among multiple channels.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
At relay 1, there are two ways to pair the channels: (1)
channels 1 and 2 over hop 1 are matched with channels
1 and 2 over hop 2, respectively; (2) channels 1 and 2
over hop 1 are matched with channels 2 and 1 over hop
2, respectively. These two ways of pairing lead to the fol-
lowing two sets of disjoint paths from the source to the
destination: and
, where the super-
script in indicates a different set of path selection.
By considering the equivalent channels from the source to the
second relay, using the existing optimality result for dual-hop
relaying [8], it is easy to see that and
are optimal for . Furthermore, we only need to show
(34)
for the case of and for both
and , since the case of and for
can be similarly proven. Inequality (34) for the AF and
DF relaying cases are separately proven as follows:
a) AF Relaying: By inserting (1) into inequality (34) we
need to show
(35)
where
(36)
The following lemma is used to prove (35)
Lemma 2: With (10), we have
(37)
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Proof: By substituting (36) in the following term and ex-
panding it, we have
(38)
(39)
where we have used the fact that to arrive
at (38). From (10), the first product term in (39) is negative and
the second product term is positive, and therefore we obtain the
last inequality.
Consider the subtraction of the RHS from the LHS of (35)
[see (40)–(41) at the bottom of the page], where the (40) holds
because of Lemma 2, and the fact that , for
and ; and the (41) holds because of (10).
DF Relaying: Inserting (3) into inequality (34), we need to
show
(42)
We can verify (42) by enumerating all possible relations among
, for all and , subject to condition (10).
For example, when
, and , (42) reduces to
The above inequality clearly holds based on the assumption of
relations. Inequality (42) can be similarly verified for all
other relations. The details are omitted for brevity.
APPENDIX II
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Let denote the end-to-end data rate on path , we have
, where
(43)
Then . To show is concave in , it
suffices to show that each is concave in . The con-
cavity proof of follows the concavity of due to the com-
position rules which preserve concavity [23]. For simplicity, we
drop the subscript from notations in (43). In the following we
prove that is concave in , where .
The second-order partial derivatives of are given by
(44)
(45)
LHS of (35) - RHS of (35)
(40)
(41)
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Hence, the Hessian matrix can be expressed as
(46)
where with ,
and denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
being the elements in vector . To prove concavity, we need to
show . For any vector , we have
where the inequality is obtained by using the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality for two vectors
and , with and
. Therefore, .
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